Anonymous engraver. Plate 1 from a series of copies after one of twelve plates designs with birds and scrolls for goldsmith's ornament. Early 17th century.

Physical description
Plate 1 from a suite of copies after ornament prints showing various birds with scrolling foliage, fruit and insects by Adriaen Muntinck, published by Claes Visscher in the late sixteenth century / early seventeenth century.

Dimensions
Height: 5.1 cm To plate mark, Width: 9.8 cm To plate mark

Museum number
E.2613-1910

Object history note
V&A inventory numbers E.2613-2622-1910 appear to be copies from the original set (see inventory numbers E.899-900-1963); they are unsigned and some subjects have scrolls added at the sides without modification to the original composition. Fuhring lists one print from this set of copies (12045).

URL
http://collections.vam.ac.uk/item/O782799/print-muntinck-adriaen/